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Christian economics
battles the IMF
in East Europe
by Our Special Correspondent

At a conference in Warsaw,Poland April 6-7,international political activists,parlia
mentarians,and economists met to discuss Lyndon LaRouche's proposed alternative
to the murderous "shock therapy " program of the International Monetary Fund: the
science of Christian economy.The meeting was orgartized by Polish Rural Solidar
nosc,the Budapest-based Working Group for a New

europe,and the Schiller Insti

tute.Participants came from Poland,Croatia,Romania,Russia,Slovakia,Ukraine,
Hungary,Georgia,Germany,Indonesia,India,Italy,and the United States.
Opening the conference,the president of Rural Solidarnosc documented the
collapse of Poland's economy under the IMF program.Surely,he said,there must
be some other solution.Twenty-eight percent of Poland's work force is employed
in agriculture,he said,and since the beginning of the 1980s,farmers' income has
fallen dramatically.In this country,rich in agricultural potential,there is now an
absurd situation in which food is being imported,and the internal market is thereby
being further undermined.
Helga Zepp-LaRouche, the president of the Schiller Institute in Germany,
emphasized in her keynote address that there is an irreconcilable conflict today
between the international banking system and the rest of the planet. "It is the
economy that must serve the interests of man," she said, "not the other way
around....As long as monetarist policies are follpwed,the global depression
will continue to intensify.This threatens to plunge us,worldwide,into a catastro
phe which can only be compared with the collapse, of the fourteenth century."
The only solution is "the concept of political stabilization through economic
development," she said."What we need,therefore,is. first of all a political declara
tion by the governments of the sovereign nation stateS of Europe,that they intend
to work out a common infrastructure program as the prerequisite for an economic
recovery....The impulse for an upswing can only come from a dirigistic inter
vention from governments, which,through a proc�s of creation of productive
credit outside the scope of current budgets,give credits for specific projects,to
overcome unemployment and get production going."
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Lyndon LaRouche's
program for a
Productive Triangle of
European infrastructure
development was
presented in Budapest,
Hungary, Feb. 2,1991,
by (left to right): Dr.
Jonathan Tennenbaum,
Helga Zepp-LaRouche,
Dr. Tibor Kovats.
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West Europeans to give you aid, she said; they won't do it.
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You must be the ones to demand a replacement for the IMF,

'The IMF doesn't give money; it steals it'
Dennis Small, the coordinator of the Schiller Institute's

based on Lyndon LaRouche's Paris-Berlin-Vienna "Produc
tive Triangle" concept of infrastructure development.
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